
Tech Council Meeting/discussion - March 20, 2019 
 
Reference:  https://issues.folio.org/browse/UIIN-369 
And: 
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1Vgx5wyPIFlBfckuazSybOgkQgoDDby5y4JDKzJVb24Y/edi
t 
 
 
Assumptions: 

1) We are focused on Inventory for this discussion 
2) There will be a single Instance record that requires a Unique Identifier 
3) There may be one or more ‘source’ records that correspond to the Instance record. 

These may be MARC or BIBFRAME or MODS or other formats. 
4) Each record in FOLIO (Instance, Holdings, Items) will need a unique key 
5) MARC provides for identifier fields - 001: System Control Number - unique within the 

system - and 003:  Control Number Identifier - the organization creating the record 
6) A UUID is a long, universally unique ID - of the form: 

1a54b431-2e4f-452d-9cae-9cee66c9a892 that is usually intended for systems to use - not 
humans 

7) A Human Readable ID (HRID) is an identifier which is unique within a certain scope (not 
universal) that is able to be used/referenced by humans as well as systems 

8) Having different record types share an ID is not good practice, but, having them 
reference IDs is. Currently items have a holdingsRecord I (FK), and holdingsRecords 
have an Instance ID (FK) - i.e. there is a reference from one to the other. 

9) Having 2 “unique keys” for the same record is overkill and doesn’t make sense - recipe 
for problems down the road 
 

Planned Discussion and Outcomes: 

● Are the assumptions above valid? 
○ What is the value/use case of a universally unique identifier? 
○ Important within FOLIO because any/all record types can have an ID generated 

without risk of collision 
○ UUIDs would allow for multiple FOLIOs to have records be shared without risk of 

collision.  In current systems for that aren’t using UUIDs for Inventory-type records, a 
concatenation of Org Identifier and Record ID are used to guarantee uniqueness and 
avoid conflict 

○ UUID is “more” immutable - less likely to be changed  That it’s human readable. 
● Some prefer it to be used when interacting with systems outside FOLIO 
● Should we establish the pattern (rule?) that: 

○ Items/Holdings/Source Records need to reference the ID of the Instance record they 
‘belong’ to 

● The standard FOLIO usage of IDs in MARC fields are: 
○ HRID in 001 
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○ Org ID in 003  
○ UUID if needed in a 9xx field. 

● What is the Generator of HRIDs within FOLIO?  

 

---------------------------------- 

 

From Tod Olson:  

MARC practice: 

When exchanging records via MARC, the 001 is the source system's Control Number and the 003 is 
the Control Number Identifier for the source system. Those Control Number Identifiers are assigned 
per organization, so the combination of the 001 and the 003 is a unique identifier. From the LoC 
information about 001 - Control Number : 

An organization receiving a record may move the incoming control number from field 001 (and 
the control number identifier from field 003) to field 035 (System Control Number) ... and place its 
own system control number in field 001 (and its control number identifier in field 003). 

That might look like: 

 
 
From Ann-Marie Breaux 
 
Hi all, 

Mike Gorrell Here is a re-compiled proposal for consideration at Tech Council tomorrow. Hopefully 
this will be helpful! 

Here is what I recommend and propose as the model for going forward. Unless anyone has strong 
objections, I would like to consider this the decision. It allows for storing and working with both 
numbers, giving slight preference to HRIDs. If strong objections, then please outline an alternate 
solution that allows for use of both UUIDs and HRIDs. 

1. If an Inventory instance is represented by an underlying SRS MARC bib record, the Instance and 
SRS MARC Bib will have different UUIDs (to allow for multiple different source records to be linked 
to an instance) 

Question: is there any reason for the MARCcat MARC Bib to have a separate UUID from the SRS 
MARC Bib UUID? 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd001.html
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2. If an Inventory instance is represented by an underlying SRS MARC bib record, the Instance, 
SRS MARC Bib, and MARCcat MARC Bib will have the same HRID 

3. If an Inventory holdings is represented by an underlying SRS MARC holdings record, the 
Inventory holdings and SRS MARC holdings will have different UUIDs (to allow for multiple different 
source records to be linked to a holdings) 

Question: is there any reason for the MARCcat MARC Holdings to have a separate UUID from the 
SRS MARC Holdings UUID? 

Question: does is make sense that an Inventory holdings woud be linked to more than one 
underlying source record? I could see that for Instances, but for holdings?? 

4. If an Inventory holdings is represented by an underlying SRS MARC holdings record, the 
Inventory holdings, SRS MARC holdings, and MARCcat MARC holdings will have the same HRID 

5. SRS MARC Authority records and MARCcat MARC Authority records will have the same UUID 

Question: is there any reason for the MARCcat MARC Authority to have a separate UUID from the 
SRS MARC Authority UUID? 

6. SRS MARC Authority records and MARCcat MARC Authority records will have the same HRID 

7. Control numbers from previous library systems will be moved to alternate placement (probably 
035) when MARC records are migrated to FOLIO, to allow for the population of the MARC 001 field 
with a FOLIO ID. 

8. If an Instance is exported from Inventory in Instance format (not MARC format), both the UUID 
and HRID will be output, and the library can do whatever they like with them. 

9. In SRS and MARCcat, the HRID will be stored as the MARC 001 field, but the various UUIDs will 
also be stored. 

10. When we get to the point that libraries can export MARC records from SRS, they will be able to 
choose whether to export the standard 001 HRID (and maybe also output the UUID elsewhere in the 
MARC record), or replace the 001 HRID with 001 Instance UUID or MARC Bib UUID (and maybe 
export the HRID elsewhere in the MARC record) 

11. If we need to allow for creating/exporting MARC records on-the-fly from Inventory Instances 
without MARC records in SRS, then have the same configuration and options as # 10, but 
originating from Inventory rather than SRS 

12. Whenever data is moving around within FOLIO, UUID is the preferred identifier 

13. Whenever data is moving between FOLIO and external systems, UUID and HRID are both 
available, with a slight preference given to HRID 

14. Not something for TC to figure out, but when we are exporting data, particularly for discovery 
systems that rely on MARC Bibs and/or Holdings for ingest, we will need to ensure that appropriate 
Instance/Holdings/Item identifiers and data can be related to each other properly in MARC Bibs and 
MARC Holdings that are being exported from FOLIO. I don't think that's something that TC needs to 



decide, but rather that the SMEs just need to talk through and document, so that we have a standard 
practice to follow - especially if it means reserving a certain 9xx field in a MARC Bib or some other 
field (9xx equivalent) in a MARC Holdings for FOLIO use only (not for individual library definition) 
 
From Previous TC meeting: 

Potential questions for TC to answer: 

1. What should be used to create HRIDs - UXPROD-884 
2. How do we ensure that the HRID is a true alias for the UUID - most important question 
3. Recommendations for where these values are used in MARC fields - UIIN-369 
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